Thin films of size-selected Mo clusters: growth modes and structures
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Thin films of MoO₃ were prepared by deposition of size-selected ligand-free Mo clusters under high vacuum conditions and subsequent exposure to air. The growth pattern is highly dependent on the cluster size. At low coverage, small clusters (Mo₉₄) form a continuous monolayer of fused particles. On top of this monolayer, additional clusters survive as individual entities. Medium sized clusters (Mo₂₅₃ and Mo₂₂₆₃) do not coalesce and form a monolayer of clusters. Close examination using in situ scanning tunneling microscopy reveals a local order of the particles. At higher coverage a new pattern of large 3-dimensional aggregations of clusters (pylons) appears. The pylons are not formed under high vacuum conditions. Their formation is most likely caused by the air exposure. For the largest clusters (Mo₃₅₄₉) studied here, no monolayer is formed. Instead, the clusters are randomly distributed as expected for particles with zero mobility. These results demonstrate the high potential of cluster deposition for the production of new types of nanostructured surfaces, thin films and nanomaterials.

1. Introduction

The growth of high quality thin films by chemical and physical vapor deposition is one of the key challenges of the semiconductor and electronic device industry. Furthermore, thin films are used as oxidation protection, as hard-coating and for self-cleaning surfaces. The physical and chemical properties of a thin film on a substrate are determined by the growth mode. Therefore, much attention has been paid to the understanding of the microscopic mechanism of the growth modes of thin films. In general, there are three main growth modes. A layer-by-layer growth is observed when the lattice mismatch between the substrate and the thin film is small and the adhesion forces between the atoms in the thin film and between the atoms and the substrate are comparable (Frank-van-der-Merwe growth). If the interaction between the substrate and the thin film is weak, the growth of 3-dimensional (3-D) islands is observed (Volmer-Weber). The Stranski-Krastanov growth mode corresponds to an intermediate between the first two cases. The completion of the first monolayer is followed by the growth of 3-D island.

Nanoparticles are different from the respective bulk materials because of their high surface-to-volume ratio. The high abundance of under-coordinated atoms on their surface gives rise to unusual chemical properties, which are exploited in heterogeneous catalysis. For example, Au nanoparticles smaller than 3-4 nm are active catalysts for various reactions such as the CO oxidation, whereas the bulk counterpart is inert. In addition, quantum confinement effects and unique geometric structures dissimilar to the bulk counterparts result in unexpected electronic properties, which make clusters interesting for future nano-electronics.

In principle it is possible to synthesize not only thin films, but also new cluster-based materials from size-selected clusters. However, nanoparticles and clusters are generally unstable due to the high surface-to-volume ratio and therefore, adjacent nanoparticles or clusters easily agglomerate and form larger entities. Ligand shells may protect the particles from coalescence. However, such shells isolate the clusters from the environment and for several applications such as in catalysis bare clusters are required. Only very few examples of materials built from ligand-free clusters are known. These are clusters with a high stability such as the fullerenes and Sb₄. From these “magic” clusters new materials have been successfully synthesized and it is shown that indeed the particles survive as individual entities. In gas phase studies, many more “magic” clusters new materials have been successfully synthesized and it is shown that indeed the particles survive as individual entities. There is an experimental difficulty: ligand-free size-selected clusters can only be produced in very small amounts. It is enough for...
spectroscopic studies of individual species in the gas phase, but it is not enough to accumulate more than a monolayer. Here, we use a high intensity cluster source with subsequent mass selection to overcome this problem. The setup allows the preparation of films with a thickness of several 100 nanometers. As we will show below, the growth modes of thin films of clusters differ significantly from those of atoms.

2. Experimental

The experimental set-up has been described in detail elsewhere. In short, Mo$_n^{-}$ cluster anions are produced via magnetron sputtering, mass-selected with a sector magnet (mass-resolution $m/\Delta m = 20$) and deposited within the soft-landing criterion at high-vacuum conditions ($p < 1 \times 10^{-8}$ mbar) on highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG). Due to the limited mass resolution in all experiments a range of slightly different masses is deposited. The width of the mass distribution is $\pm 5\%$ around the nominal mass.

On a freshly deposited sample there are places with different cluster coverage. The cluster ion beam is focused to the middle of the sample. There, the thickness of the film typically exceeds 100 nm. Off the center, the coverage decreases and at the fringe of the deposition spot the coverage is below a cluster monolayer. By recording microscopic images of different spots, the coverage dependence of the thin film morphology can be determined while studying a single sample.

After deposition, the samples are transferred to a scanning tunneling microscope (STM, "OMICRON VT-STM") under high-vacuum conditions. They are not exposed to air. The topography of the cluster films is investigated in the constant current mode using PtIr tips. In addition, in situ X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) studies are performed.

The topography of the surfaces is further investigated by ex situ atomic force microscopy (AFM). The AFM is operated under air in the intermittent contact mode (tapping mode). After exposure to air, the samples are characterized again with XPS. All experiments are conducted at room temperature.

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Results of the in situ studies

Our ultimate goal is the study of cluster thin films at ambient conditions, because this could be important for applications. Before we perform ex situ studies under air, thin films are prepared under high vacuum conditions. By comparison with the in situ data information about the structural change driven by the air exposure can be gained.

Fig. 1 shows in situ XPS Mo 3d$_{5/2}$ and 3d$_{3/2}$ core level spectra of Mo clusters deposited on HOPG. Each core level spectrum is de-convoluted into different oxidation states of Mo. For Mo$_{51}$, the clusters are almost completely oxidized into Mo(IV) and Mo(V). I.e., most of the clusters are already significantly oxidized by the residual gases under high vacuum conditions (Fig. 1a). Obviously, the small clusters are highly reactive. In the XPS spectra of the larger clusters (Mo$_{251}$, Mo$_{1253}$, Mo$_{3349}$) metallic Mo dominates (Fig. 1b–d). The larger clusters are chemically less reactive.

Fig. 2 and 3 display in situ STM images of deposited Mo clusters with different sizes. For the smallest clusters (Mo$_{51}$) studied here, no STM images with sufficient quality could be recorded. It is possible that these small clusters are too mobile to allow STM imaging with high resolution. Another possibility is that these clusters fused into a compact thin film. For the medium sized clusters (Mo$_{251}$), 2-dimensional islands are formed (Fig. 2a). In these islands individual species can be discerned (Fig. 2b). A close inspection of Fig. 2b reveals that the clusters form a locally hexagonal arrangement. The reciprocal pattern obtained by the Fourier transformation of Fig. 2b also
exhibits a hexagonal pattern, confirming the existence of an ordered structure of the Mo$_{251}$ clusters (Fig. 2c).

Fig. 3 summarizes the STM results of the deposited Mo clusters with three different sizes (251, 1253, 3349 Mo atoms). The cluster coverage in each image corresponds to roughly one monolayer. Each picture shows that the films consist of individual clusters with a cluster size of less than 5–10 nm. The clusters do not fuse and survive as individual entities upon deposition. This is also applies to multilayers films (data not shown here).

3.2 Results of the ex situ studies
For several samples ex situ XPS spectra have been recorded to determine the degree of oxidation after exposure to air.
For both clusters, Mo(VI) and Mo(V) are dominant species indicating almost complete oxidation even for the very large clusters. Clearly, air exposure has a dramatic effect on the cluster thin films.27 For all other impurities, only trace amounts have been detected.

Fig. 5 displays AFM images of Mo51 clusters deposited on HOPG and exposed to air. The coverage increases from submonolayer (a and b) to a cluster monolayer (c) and finally to a multilayer film (d). At lowest coverage (a), individual clusters decorating either step edges or terraces can be identified. On the terraces, the clusters or islands of clusters are probably stabilized by point defects.28 With increasing cluster coverage (b), 2-D islands are observed. These islands exhibit no internal fine structure indicating that these relatively small clusters are fused. The heights of these islands can be measured quite accurately with the AFM. All islands are of similar height of about 2 nm. This height is close to the calculated diameter of a single oxidized Mo51 cluster. This is also true for the almost closed monolayer (Fig. 5c).

It seems that the clusters agglomerate into 2-D islands. This can be explained by the following scenario. The clusters on the surface are highly mobile and form loosely bound 2-D islands. Within these islands the individual clusters survive as long as the high vacuum conditions are maintained. Even though the clusters are already partially oxidized under high vacuum conditions, exposure to air results in the oxidation of the clusters,
which is a quite exothermic process. This could results in the fusion of the neighboring clusters and a flat sheet of Mo oxide is formed. A clarification of the processes requires the recording of in situ STM pictures. As already mentioned, imaging in situ STM pictures of the surface consisting of Mo$_{251}$ has not been successful so far. It is worth mentioning, that such a monolayer film of a metal-oxide on HOPG cannot be prepared by conventional thin film deposition techniques. HOPG is a weakly interacting van der Waals surface on which atom vapor deposition generally leads to the formation of 3D islands. In contrast to a smooth and closed monolayer, such a film is rough and has an open structure.

At higher coverage above a monolayer the surface becomes rather rough and “dotted”. (Fig. 5d, inset). The surface of the cluster monolayer is not a smooth van der Waals surface and interacts much stronger with the clusters. Accordingly, clusters on the monolayer have a lower mobility. The clusters stick to their landing sites and are randomly distributed over the surface. The data indicate that these clusters survive as individual entities.

Fig. 6 displays an analogous series of ex situ AFM pictures recorded for Mo$_{251}$ clusters. From (a) to (d), the coverage increases up to the closure of a monolayer. Fig. 6d displays a surprisingly smooth and perfect cluster monolayer covering the HOPG surface. The growth mode seems to be almost identical to that of Mo$_{51}$. However, a close inspection of the AFM images reveals a dissimilarity (Fig. 7). In the case of Mo$_{251}$, the periphery of the 2-D islands is smooth, whereas for Mo$_{251}$ it is rather frayed. We take that as an indication that for Mo$_{251}$ the 2-D islands consist of individual particles rather than a fused compact oxide layer. The comparison with the in situ STM image of the same sample shows that the Mo$_{251}$ clusters survive as individual entities upon deposition and even after air exposure.

In contrast to the case of the small clusters, for the medium sizes clusters so-called “pylons” appear at higher coverage (Fig. 8a). The “pylons” are relatively large 3-D objects with a diameter of ~200 nm. They have a broad and approximately symmetric size distribution (Fig. 8b). Such structures are the result of ripening processes. There are two different mechanisms which might occur in the case of deposited clusters, namely Ostwald and Smolukowski ripening. The Ostwald ripening, large clusters grow on the expense of small clusters. The small particles loose monomers because of their higher vapor pressure, while the larger particles collect monomers. This ripening process would result in the formation of large massive particles. The pylons consist of individual particles, which is obvious for the Mo$_{1253}$ clusters (Fig. 9). Therefore, Ostwald ripening cannot explain our observations. The second possible process is Smolukowski ripening. Here, the clusters move as a whole and coalesce into larger 3-D structures with a rather symmetric size distribution. For clusters of common metals, Smolukowski ripening results in the formation of large bulk-like particles. Again, this does not fit to our observations, because within each pylon individual clusters are still recognizable. Instead, the Mo clusters seemed to be glued together such
as sand grains in sandstone (Fig. 9d). Our observations can be best explained by incomplete Smolukowski ripening. The particles agglomerate, but because of the high melting point of the material the process is incomplete. The formation of the pylons corresponds to a rather huge reorganization of the film. For this, quite some energy is required. It seems plausible that the ripening process is driven by the oxidation taking place after exposure to air, because only this process provides enough energy. It is worth mentioning that such pylon structures have not been observed in our in situ STM studies.

Pylons are not observed for large (Mo_{3349}, see below) and for small (Mo_{51}) clusters. The large clusters have a very low mobility, which explains that there are no pylons. For the smallest clusters, there are no pylons because these clusters immediately coalesce either already under high vacuum conditions or after exposure to air. Here, oxidation is very fast and
Fig. 9  *Ex situ* AFM images of Mo$_{1253}$ clusters deposited on HOPG. The coverage increases from (a) to (d). In (d) a magnified view of a “pylon” is shown in the inset.

Fig. 10  *Ex situ* AFM images of Mo$_{3349}$ clusters deposited on HOPG. From (a) to (c) the coverage increases. (d) Is magnified view of (c).
the whole film converts in a MoO$_3$ sheet. There is no time for pylon formation. Only for the medium size particles oxidation is slow enough for the ripening process. Of course, these are all speculations. Further experiments, namely the recording of more \textit{in situ} STM pictures, are required to clarify the processes determining the structures of the cluster thin films.

Thin films of Mo$_{1253}$ clusters show a behavior very similar to that of Mo$_{251}$. At low coverage, 2-D islands are formed and which grow into an almost perfect monolayer (Fig. 9a–c). At high coverage pylons are observed (Fig. 9d), which consist of individual particles (Fig. 9d inset).

For large clusters (Mo$_{3349}$) a different pattern is observed (Fig. 10). At low coverage the cluster are distributed randomly over the surface (Fig. 10a and b). Some decorate step edges, but there are much more clusters on the terraces than in the case of the smaller clusters. This can be explained by the low mobility of these big particles, which tend to stick to their landing sites. At zero mobility, there would be no preference for the step edges and the distribution would be completely random. This is not the case for the Mo$_{3349}$ clusters indicating that there is still some mobility. There is no formation of 2-D islands and no indication for the formation of a monolayer. Instead, the film surface exhibits an increasing roughness. Again, this can be explained by a low mobility because the formation of a smooth monolayer requires a high mobility of the clusters on the substrate. There is no coalescence and even at higher coverage (Fig. 10c and d) individual clusters can be discerned in the AFM pictures.

4. Conclusion

Size-selected bare Mo clusters in the size range between 50 and 3500 atoms were deposited on highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) and exposed to air. HOPG is a van der Waals surface and it is known to interact very weakly with deposited metal atoms and clusters. Accordingly, we expected to observe three dimensional growth modes similar to the case of Mo atoms, but this is not what we have found. At low coverage, small and medium sizes clusters form a continuous almost perfect monolayer, which consists of individual clusters. Deposition of additional clusters on top of the monolayer yields either a rugged granular structure or protruded and separate pylons (Mo$_{251}$ and Mo$_{1253}$). For Mo$_{3343}$ no monolayer is formed. Instead, the clusters stick to their landing sites and the surface roughness increases with increasing coverage.

The formation of smooth monolayers on a van der Waals surface and the observation of “pylons” are new and unique to cluster thin films. These properties may be useful for applications in photocatalysis and for optoelectronic devices. Especially the monolayers might be interesting for certain applications, because they have an adjustable and extremely homogenous thickness. Cluster deposition works even on surfaces, which are difficult to coat with conventional techniques. In addition to the studies on the growth modes, we show that medium-sized and large clusters do not coalesce. They are building blocks of new cluster materials.
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